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8LTX(; (X)NTPvlVAX(n^:S VCm PK(UK('TTr.K WEAPONS."

By F. Krat'se.

hrilizin.

There is already a rich, though scattered, literature on the subject

of sling contrivances for missile weapons, but it is made up mostly of

travelers* notes, mentioning these contrivances in certain localities,

although there are also some comprehensive works treating them

according to type and distribution. A general treatise, however, is

still needed from which may be obtained a view of their distribution

and varieties throughout the world.

The missiles are projectiles driven by the lever power of the arm

in contradistinction to those like the ax, hannner, sword, knife, and

lance, which depend upon the thrusting power of the arm and, with

few exce])tions, are intended merely for operation in the immediate

vicinity. The most primitive projectiles were the stones and chibs

and from the beginning the purpose has been to improve these missiles

by giving them greater power of flight and surety of aim. This

has been attained by lengthening the arm artificially and strengthen-

ing the lever power, from which great distance resulted. This w^as

attained for the stone l)y means of the sling, and the club was made

more efficacious by changing the form, as with the throwing clubs

of the South Africans, the Fijians, and others; in the sickle-shaped

missiles, so that they became formidable as a projectile; in the boom-

erangs of the Australians, or in the sharpened, thinner shafts for

arrow or spear. The arrow, in its turn, could be sent afar through

the principle of elasticity in the bow, an instrument encountered in

all parts of the world, and Avhich has fiu'ther developed into arbalests

and to firearms. Sling contrivances for the spear are found in cer-

tain parts of the world depending upon either the lengthening of

ihe arm, upon lever power, or that which serves to give the spear &

revolution upon its axis. These contrivances were formerly quite

widely dispersed, but are now to be found only in certain widely sepa-

rated localities. They are divided into two classes: (1) Spear slings,

1 Condensed translation of " Schleudervorrichtungen fiir Wurfwaflfen " in

Internationales Arcliiv fiir Etlnui^raitliic, Leiden. Band XV. Heft IV. I'.tO'J.

Colored maps accompany the original work.
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020 SLING CONTRIVANCES FOR PROJECTILE WEAPONS,

iisnally called "throwing sticks," a misleading term, since it conveys a

false meaning, as though these shafts were themselves thrown, while

thej^ merely serve as a help in throwing; and (2) throwing nooses

and throwing thongs.

The spear sling is spread over four distinct areas: (1) Australia

and, partially, Melanesia and Micronesia; (2) among certain north-

eastern Asiatics, as well as among the American and (Ireenland Eski-

mos; (3) Central America and equatorial South America, and (4)

France during the reindeer epoch.

The throwing noose is found in (1) New Caledonia, Xew Hebrides,

and New Zealand; (2) Hawaii; (3) Togo, India, China (?); (4)

among the Romans, Greeks, Celts, Cythians, and other barbarians.

I. SrEAR Slings.

The spear sling is a piece of wood formed either flat, like a board,

or in the shape of a rod; it is held in the right hand and attached

at the foot of the spear. In throwing, the right arm, stretched back-

ward and holding the apparatus, is thrust forward with full force;

at the same time the spear is released. The spear sling thus length-

ens the arm of the thrower and serves as a lever to thrust the lance

forward after it has flown beyond the reach of the hand."

According to the methods by which the sling stick is fastened to

the butt of the spear, three kinds are distinguished by v. Luschan

:

(1) "male;" (2) "female," and (3) "mixed" (Zwitterhaften).

The male spear slings have a hook pointing toward the front, or

grip at the upper end, and the spear has a small cavity or groove

in the butt end into whicli the sling hoolv catches. The spear thus

has a support until thrown oft', and at the same time can easdy

release itself from the stick. In using, the native deftly catches the

hook of this sling into the cavity at the butt of the spear, so that the

instrument lies parallel to the underside of the shaft, while the out-

stret<-lied left hand grasps the spear nearer the point, the fingers

upward.'' When the spear is to be thrown, "the (right) hand

grasps the sling stick as well as the weapon. r>otli are tlien turned

I)ackward as far as the arm can reach, and the si)ear thi-own forward

wdth all the miglit." ' One foot is generally thrust backward in

o Lauterer : Australia and Tasmania, p. 272.

Tlie itrineiple wliicli v. Liis<li;ui advances (Das Wurfhnlz in Xeu-IIollnnd

und Milii-onesien) is not entirely correct. He compares the throwing motion

with that of slinging an apple from a stick. But in this operation almost a quar-

ter circle is described by the arm and stick, with the apple as center; about the

same motion is therefore made as with the sling for stones. With the spear

sling the same motion takes place as in ordinary spear throwing, except that

the right hand does not itself hold the spear, but its continuation, the stick.

6 Klennn : AVerkzeuge nnd Waffen, p. 31 et seq.

c Lumholtz : Unter Menschenfressern, 1, 122 et seq.
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throw ill*:;," the (lis«'har<i(', (here Core, occiiiTiiiji; l>y the forward (hriisl

of llu' sliny- K'li^lhciK'd arm. 'I'liis male spcai' sliii^ occurs in difiercnt

forms ill Australia and in South America.

f
The female spear slin<2^ is provided with a groove along the upper

side, which terminates in a cavity near the outer end. Into this

groove the spear is hi id lengthwise, and either its somewhat tapering

end or hook set thereon is inserted into the cavity. (See the second

\ariety of (ireenland s})ear slings.) The spear lies firndy upon the

shaft and easily releases itself from the cavity. The use is, in gen-

eral, the same as the male spear slings. This class, with various

modifications, is dispersed throughout Melanesia (especially in New
(suinea), Micronesia, and (xreenland.

Mixed spear slings are intermediate between the other two kinds.

In these, at the end of the grooves on the upper side, a hook whittled

from the shaft or inserted independently protrudes horizontally, or

forward somewhat obliquely. On this the hollowed end in the butt

of the spear is hooked. Its use is the same as in the other kinds.

This class has the widest dispersion, being found among the north-

eastern Asiatics, American Eskimos, in southern North America, in

Central America, and one variety in South America ; also very prob-

ably in France. The spear slings of the Greenland Eskimos are some-

what analogous in construction and use.

The grips of the spear slings are greatly varied, in many classes no

special grip l)eing present; the shaft is grasped at the smoothed end

(Australian). AYith others, on the contrary, care is taken that the

hand may have a firm hold, and that the grip may not slip out of it

easily. For this purpose the shaft at that point is made either rough

by indentations or notches (Australian), wrapped with hair (Austra-

lian), or covered with rosin, in which a shell or stone is often stuck,

to make a firm grip easy; a hole is made, in which the forefinger is

inserted (Eskimo) ; one or more pegs project from the border, against

Avhich the index and other fingers rest (Eskimo, South American)
;

or, finally, a grip is set on, in which again finger holes occur (Eskimo,

Central and South American).

The operation of the spear sling is very important, as with it one

should be able to send the implement three or four times as far as

with the bare hands. The natives of Australia, for instance, hit

(|uite accurately at 40 paces ;'^ at 10 paces their spears still bear de-

struction to the victim;' and an Englishman saw' a native of Port

Jackson (Sidney) aiming the spear sling at a mark 276 feet away.''

^^'^lile spears can be throwm 50 to 75 feet with the bare hand, from

« Klenmi : Unter Mensohenfressern.

ti Kloinm : Wei'kz. iind Waffeii. p. 81 ot seq.

c Lauterer : Austral, u. Tasmania, p. 272 et soq.
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the spear slino- thov easily reach '200 to :}00 feet."' Indeed, aceordin^

to (Mutterbtick.'' the Australians are said to have made even 150 yards

Avitli the spear slin<j:. AVhether these last statements are entirely

accurate we can not decide, but one constantly sees references to

great distances attained by aid of the spear sling.

LOCALITIES AND TYPES.

We now turn from this general view to the localities where the

spear sling is used, to familiarize ourselves with the types there occur-

ring.

The region in which spear slings are most frequent, even at the

present day, is Australia. The principal weapon of the Australians

is the spear, 3 to 4 meters in length, and all Australian spears

except those used in catching fish are thrown by means of a sling,

called " wommera,''*' which is used both in war and in the chase. It

was at one time distributed fhroughout Australia, but, being sup-

planted more and more by firearms, slings are now limited to West
Australia from the north and the territory beyond New South Wales
and Victoria.

The male type only is found in Australia, and may be divided into

two large groups. In the first the hook and shaft are in one piece,

while in the second group the hook is a separate piece (bone, tooth,

wax), often of different material than that of the shaft, fastened on

by winding with reed and thread and smeared with Avax.

This first group occurs only in Melbourne and vicinity. The grip

of the shaft is rounded, often thickened by means of wax, sometimes

roughened by means of incisions to prevent the hand from slipping

during slinging. The shaft broadens toward the center and sud-

denly tapers to a point at the outer end. The under side from the

center out is slanted or rounded toward both edges, the upper side

slightly hollowed. Very broad and very narrow forms occur, as

well as round, between which are all intermediate degrees. They
are often carved, especially on the back, with all sorts of figures and
Avith the line ornamentation so general in Australia (pi. i, figs. 1 and '2)

.

Those of the second group, with the hook composed of wood, bone,

tooth, or wax set into the outer end of the handle, are subdivided into

two types, AA'ith numerous subdivisions. Type I comprises broader

or narrower blades, or those slightly hollowed on the under side,

while Type II is of round shafts. Type I again falls into two sub-

divisions: (a) The spear sling is more or less broad, therefore leaf-

sha]^ed; the hook is fastened at the upper end upon one side; (b)

« Wallace : Australasia, 3(1 ed., p. 124 et seq.

6 Waltz : .Vnthropol. der Naturvolker. VI, ]>. 472 et secj.

c Ratzd : \'olkefkiUKle, II ed., p. 43 et sen.
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(lie slinos ai'o IiUo^Yiso rather broad, the hook not fastened to the flat

surface l)iit to the ed^e of the shaft. The spear slinks with the hook

u})on tlie face are found from Kino- (U'orijes Sound to (leograjjhy

Bay." in the iircat west Australian desert, in Xullai»ine. on the table-

hind, and by the Sherlock Kiver.'' The second kiiul is therefore

restricted to West Australia. It is a thin, extremely broad, long-oval

board. oft(>ii hollow on the upper side and slightly curved npon the

lower, the small wooden hook is set upon the face, so that great wind

rt'sistance is overcome during use; why the shaft is so wide is not

known: at least, no advantage is to be derived from the breadth.

The gri]) is eomi)osed of a lump of gum, ai)plied either symmetrically

or slightlv sidewise. from which protrudes a piece of shell or stone,

the latter serving for a firmer grip, sharpening the spear points, and

aenerally as a cutting instrument, since it has an edge.'' This type of

spear sling is (piite abundant (pi. i. fig. -5). The type found among

the Xannines (West Australia)'' is similar, it is a not very broad,

parallel-sided, flat stick, about 1.20 meters long, tapering at both

ends. The Avooden hook is attached above, on the face, a piece of

gum is applied for a grip, in which is a piece of shell or stone

(pi. I, fig. 4). This leads to the type used from Beagle Bay north-

ward as far as Port Darwin," at Carpenter Gulf, and in the northern

territory of South Australia
i'^

perhaps even farther inland to the

Eiry Lake.'' The shaft is of nearly the same form as the preceding,

execept that it is not parallel-sided, but tapers toward the outer end.

The grip is clearly defined and allows a firm grasp. The hook being

bound to the shaft with cords and gum, the entire shaft is then

covered with a reddish earth. Decorative figures are often carved

upon the sides (pi. i, fig. 5).

The type found from Port Darwin to Port Essington and on INIel-

\ ille Island is (piite as flat, narrow, and pointed," it dift'ers from the

foregoing in that the shafts are bent and very elastic. The handle

consists of a pear-shaped piece of gum. That part of the sliaft next

the grip is ornamented in lines. What advantage these particular

shafts present is not known, as they are elastic, they permit a bow

thrust, and at all events, they make throwing a greater distance pos-

sible. They are quite rare (pi. i, fig. <')). A class which but partly

a According to v. Luschan : Das Wurfholz in Neu-Hollnnd und Oceanien, p.

138.

6 According to statements found witli the shafts in the Leipzic Museum of

Kthnograpliy (Grassi Museum).
( Schurtz : Urgeschichte der Kultur, p. 389.

<i Four examples of tliis tjpe are in the Leipziger Museum fiir Vollcerkunde.

f After \ . Luschan : Das Wurfholz. p. 140.

f .\ccording to statements on the shafts in the Leiiizie Museum.

.'V After King. See Waitz : Anthropologic der Naturvijiker. VI. p. 742 et seq.
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belongs to tliis oroup is used on the jMurniy River. The grip is

very long and cylindrieal : the shaft tlien svells to a broad central

portion, arched underneath and flat on top, > hich graduates toward

the outer end and terminates into a rounded afl', where a kangaroo

tooth is fastened. The grip is made rough or opossum fur applied

to prevent the slipping of the fingers. This k ' forms the transition

to the second type, the rounded stick (pi i, fi ).

The second group of the first type is of bro i- or narrower shafts,

to Avhich the hook is attached, not upon the . ', but upon the edge.

They are found particularly upon the Cape ork Peninsula and in

northern Queenland; perhaps also in New ooiith Wales. Certain

variations again appear within this type : On one kind, usual on Cape

York Peninsula, two long oval shells are attadied slantingly above.

Whether these serve merely as a grip for tht hand or some further

advantage is to be attained through them is not known (pi. i, fig. 8).

Another kind, also from Cape York Peninsula, is substantially

narrower and shorter and does not have the shell, but a quite smooth

grip, which, however, has distinct lashings. It may be that the shell

has been lost; in that event l)oth these types would be in a single

group (pi. I, fig. 1^). Lastly, a third type similar to the boomerang

occurs in northern Queensland. As the tooth protrudes beyond the

edo-e, it is quite probable that this shaft Avas also a boomerang,

and is a doubly useful weapon (pi. i, fig. 10.) Only with these

three weapons is it possible to swing the stick in a circle, accord-

ing to V. Luschan's principle. But at all events, as the hook is on

the edge, these three types serve to develop the utmost slinging

force of the shaft, for by it the wind resistance is easily overcome

and distance and accuracy substantially increased. These are, per-

haps, the most perfect spear slings in Australia. One reported by

Klenmi " may also belong here, as it occurs at Port Jackson and in

the vicinity of Sydney. lie merely says that a native attained a

distance of 27G feet with the spear sling. He characterizes the

implements generally as 5 feet long, Avith a small peg or hook at the

outer end and a shell at the opposite for ornament, which serves as a

grip.

The second type of the second group presents long, rounded shafts,

and is usual in northeastern Australia, especially in the northern

territory. These are plain, rounded shafts about 1.20 meters long,

tapering slightly toward the outer end. The grip is thickened by

means of concentric layers of gum '' or wound Avith cords twisted

from human hair, showing a large tuft at the end,*- and the hook is a

a Kleuim : Werkzeug und Waffen. p. .31 et se(i.

6 According to v. Luschan ; Das Wudfholz. pp. 142-143.

c Schmeltz: Intern. Arch., 1, p. 136 et seq. ; Ublc: Intern. Arch., T. p. 19G.
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lar^f wooden (oot!i oi' :i luin|i of <2;iiin which ends in a sharp j)<)int

(pi. I, liji-. 11).

I.uschaii " liixt's (cii or twelve sharply deliiied (ypos of Australian

spear slinofs, whicii are chai'acterist ic of the localities where found.

These tyi)es have been discarded here, and a new division made

as follows: The chief characteristic on the spear sling is the hook.

Aecordinii' to its \arious modes of attachment, spear slings are

tlivided into those having hook and shaft in one piece, and those in

which the hook is attached indejiendently. The latter, according to

shape, have broad shafts, hoard-shaped, or round shafts, with two

smaller groups of those with hook on the face and those with hook

on the edge.

Tn the greater or less breadth of the shafts, in the variety of grips,

in the straight or twisted forms of shafts, there are not such varieties

for characterizing a main division as in the diti'erent fastenings of the

hook, the [)rincipal i)iece on the male s]:)ear sling. All these slight

ditl'erences must be regarded as local modifications of the present

main type.

The second area in Avhich spear slings appear is northeast from

Australia, in Melanesia, or, rather New Guinea and Micronesui, in

which area spear slings are chiefly used as Aveapons of war,'' whether

also of the chase there are no accounts. It probably earlier spread

thi'ough INIelanesia and IMicronesia, but is knoAvn only from New
Guinea, the Fiji Islands, the Carolines, Pelew, and Marianas. Ac-

cording to type, only female spear slings occur here.

We can further distinguish two groups of spear slings—those with

a piece and those without a piece attached. The former occurs in

New Guinea onl}', and the spear sling is here on the German north

coast as far as Astrolabe Bay, covering Empress Augusta River,'"

Cape della Torre,'' Venus Hook,*^ Ilansa Inlet, '^ Hatzfeldhafen,'^ Cape

Gourdon,'^ Hammaker River,'' Astrolabe Bay,^ where they are very

numerous and always beautifully worked.'' This spear sling is made
of a shaft of bamboo ()0 to 80 centimeters long, cut off so that one

end (the upper) terminates at a knot. About two-fifths of its length

(measured from grip) the shaft is split off in such manner that at one

end one-fourth and at the other three-fourths of its thickness is cut

f V. Luschan : Das Wurfholz in Nea-Holland uud Oceanien.

'' Keiite : Pelew Islands (1789), p. 414 et seq. Schnieltz : Intern. Anli., I,

p. G7.

cUhle: intern. Arch.. 1. p. 196.

d Sc'hmeit/. : Intern. Arch., I, p. 136. Note 7.

e Tappenbeck : Deutsch New Guinea, p. 73.

f According to statements on specimens in the Leipzig Museum.

9 Finsch : P^rfabrunsen und P.elegstiicko aus der Siidsee, p. 212.

'' Krieger : Neu Guinea, p. 43 et seq.

SM 1904 40
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iiwMV. The Uiiot ill the ("11(1 is retained and shows a small excavation.

TJie spear l)el()n<,nn<r (o this, 2.50 to :' meters long, has in the middle,

near (he center ol' gravity, a short hook hent backwaid, arlistically

fastened (o the shaft with a rattan or hast binding. In nse, the spear

is laid lengthwise in the furrow of (lie sling, but in such manner that

(lie liKle wooden hook catches iii(o (he hollow at the knot.." The

spear thus has a siip|)ort in throwing outward and releasing, bnt still

does not lie firmly enough to enable it to hit a mark. To achieve

that, and to assuic a certain direction of flight, an attached piece is

placed between the beginning of the gi-oove and the grip, alway.s

lying in a groove by itself. Px'ginning at the grip, it rises at a slant

of some H) centimetei'S above the beginning of the gi'oove an<l is

securely bound to the shaft with string bands. It does not lie on a line

with the speai- gi-oov(>, but alongside^ and pai-allel. It is whittled from

wood and or'namente(| with great (;are, the faxoi'ite forms <ar\ed

being those of animals, kangai-oo, rhinoceros birds, and crocodiles

fi-ecpiently ap])earing as attached pieces, often completely c(mvention-

ali/ed so that their meaning is obscui-e(| (pi. i, lig. lli).

As already indicated, the i)urpose is to give the si)ear a firm sii])-

jK)rt to hinder its gliding off. Tn use, tlKMvfore, the hook is inserted

into the cavity, the speai' laiil into the groove with the right side

leaning against the attached piece, where it is tightly ])ressed Avith

the thumb, the fingers clas])ing the grip, the attached j)iece here

taking the place, so to speak, of fingers (
\'. Liischan). The grij)

is simply the smooth reed, seldom ornamenle(l. but often covei'ed

with j)laited woi'k, so that the hand has a firm hold, while at the

knot are all kinds of decorations, notched carvings and |)laited bands,

which are at the same time to hold the reed fioiii si)litting. The

motion in slinging off is the same as w ith the .Vustralian spear slings

(pi. I, figs, i:; and i:',a).

All other speai' slings in Melanesia and Micronesia are wilhoul

attached i)iece. They have i)robably died out lieic entirely, for

examples are little known. There ai-e many repoits of theii- appear-

ance in tliis district, but the fact is annoiniced without giving i)re

cisc description of the stick and its weapon. Waitz mentions spear

slings of the Fiji Islands. (Anthropologic der Naturv()lker, VI, p.

597 et seq.) The w^eapons are here beautifidly worked. They are

«I'arkinson: Die Rorlin-IIiifoii-Sektion ; Intern. Archiv., XIII, p. 29. Finscli

:

Etlmologische I'h-CjiliruiiKcii iiiid i'.clcjxsliicke aus der Siidseo; Wien, 181)3, p.

212, confirnied likewise h.v Doctor liicsc in a verbal contribution to Doctor

Wenle in Leipzig;. Doctor Licso wiis in New (;nin<';i lor ;i Ioiik time and there

saw tliis practice, and upon Ins return lirou<;lit several exanii»les wliidi are now
in the nniseuni at Lei))zi{;. Doctor Weule denionstraled witli these. ConiitMro

therewilli v. Luschan : Das Wurfiiolz, [». MS, whose ui)inion, aecordinjiiy, is

incorrect.
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also iiiciit i()ii('(| IVoiii (lie Ciiroliiic Islands, the IMiili|»piii(s, New
(iiiinea, iiiid I'l'lcw Island.

In (y|)<' (licsc shafts wci-c similar to those of New (Jninea, even to

(he j)iece attache<| and the Hnei' exeention (|)i. I. fii!;. 14). The

spears there lia\f ii(» spine set on, as those from New (Juinca; it is

(liei-efore presumed that the shai'|) hntts of the spears are stuck into

the hoHow at llie oiilef end of the s|)eai' slin<>-, and ai-e held seeui-eiy

by the first, seeond, and fourth lingers of the ri<?ht hand. The prac-

tice is, therefore, nearly the .same as in Australian spear slinirs. An
attached piece is, of course, superfluous. Keport is made of another

use of spear slings in the Pelew Islands; the elastic hamhoo spear

is set with its point in the groove of the shaft, the left hand holds

the spear tow aid the outer end and inclines it more or less according

to the distance sought. When the hand is removed the spear flies and

usually falls i)er|)endicularly upon its target." Reports of Chamiso

from Ya]) will i>rol)al)ly be similar, that the spear was shot from the

bow with the aid of a trough-shaped piece of l)amboo.

The third area in which spear slings are found, having nuich

variety in shaft and quite extensive use in hunting on the water, even

though il is being supplanted by firearms, is the jjolar i-egions.''

They are used there among the (iiliaks (Annir district and Sag-

iialin), among certain northeast Asiatic races, upon the Aleutian

Islands, on the shoi-es of Alaska, on the north coast of America,

in T^abrador. (Jreenland, and among the Eskimos generally. The

Greenlander, whose artistic spear slings will be considered further

on, is here omitted. According to the pi'o\ ision foi" the forefinger,''

three groups are distinguished: (1) A hole for the forefinger is cut

on the side of the shaft to the right from the spear groove; (2) the

l^jcket or cavity for forefinger is i)laced on the central line of the

under side and, if it goes through, terminates in the spear groove ; and

(3) a notch for the forefinger is cut to the right of the grip, fi'om

behind which jjroti'udes a peg. We find the first gi'(nij) in Labrador,

Baffinsland, along the entire northern coast of North America, in

Alaska, on the Fox and Aleutian islands, as among the Giliaks, and

[ certain northeast Asiatics. It is usually a broad strip of wood, taper-

ing more or less to a ])oint at the outer end. A gi-oove for the spear

is made on the flat upi)er side, from the end of which j)rojects a small

bone hook (this is not fastened with gum and bindings, as in the case

« Keato, Pelew Islands (1789). p. 414 et seq. ; 188 et seq.

6 Mason, U. S. National Museum Rep., 1884, pp. 279-289, 17 pis.

cThe plan lias been arranged according to the provisions for the forefinger.

as this is the most distinguishing characteristic of these north-country sling

sticks. This division makes possible a simj)U' grou|»ing of the different kinds.

and a clear view of tiieir distribution in these areas, l)oth geographically and
' ethnographical ly.
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of the Australian sticks, but is inserted in the shaft). The groove

deepens as it a|)})r()aehes tlie hook: toAvard the opposite end it becomes
shalloAver and terminates in the handle. To the right of this groove,

at the moi-e or less distinctly defined grip, is a hole through which the

foivfinger is placed during use, making impossible the slipping of the

board. The grip either is quite smooth on the edges or has notches

for the fingers. The spear, thick, heavy, and harpoonlike, has a cav-

ity at its square end into which the hook of the spear sling fits when
in use, Avhile the spear itself lies in the groove. The left hand holds

the spear toward the point, otherwise the mode of shooting is simi-

lar to that of the Australian spear slings. Slight modifications of

this variety, all pertaining to the grip, are noted in different localities

in the polar regions."

Why are such distinct handles encountered here in the north? The
answer is eas}'. Because of the small diameter of the forefinger hole

it is not possible to use gloves; the natives are, therefore, forced to

take hold of the spear slings with the bare hand. Even then, be-

cause of the strong jerk in throwing oft", the last-named tend to glide

out of the hand. How much more will it not be the case when cold-

benumbed hands try to hold the smooth shaft? It is necessary, there-

fore, to attain the firmest possible grasp, which, as we have seen, has

been done with these artistic grips. The most perfect in this regard

is the shaft of the Mahlemut, in which all the good qualities are in-

cluded—distinct handle, thumb groove, forefinger pocket on under

side, finger grooves on the side, with peg and finger-ti|) cavity, shaft

groove, and end hook. As to our three princijjal kinds, the first is

from Baffinslancl and liabrador onward over the entire north coast

of North America as far as northeast Asia, and returns to America

through the Giliaks, Aleuts, Unalaskans, and Kadiak islanders as

far as Prince AVilliam Sound. It is important to notice that this

variety is to be found among the northeast Asiatics, Giliaks. and

Aleuts, since this might helj:) to prove the relationship of these iso-

lated peo])les to the Eskimos in a broader sense, in addition to other

similarities.

We now come to the spear slings of Greenland. Three varieties

are also used here, which are attached to the spear by an entirely

new method. The spear slings lying before me are genuine works

of art, Avrought probably with iron tools and ornamented with in-

layings of bone. They were finished otf upon the order of a Green-

land missionary who was having a complete Kajak outfit made for

«The autlior describes rather minutely a luiinber of varieties in tlie form of

the shaft and the grip, wliich are omitted in this translation. They are illus-

trated in pi. I, figs. 15-17. pi. II, figs. 18-28 (also see Mason, Rep. U.S.N.M.,

1884).—Editor.
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himself; Imt, haviuii- no use for it, it was traiisferretl, still new, to

(he possession of the Leipzic Museinn fiir A^ilkerkiuide, together

with three spear slings and all appurtenances. The first variety is a

shaft 43 centimeters in length. tn]>ering slightly towainl the outer

end about 5 to 8 centimeters broad, called '^ Norsok '' (''' Vogel-

wurfbrett"), according to Virchow, which is used for throwing in a

straight line, and is also used in this manner in Labrador (pi. in, figs.

;;() to ;K)e). The upixM- side is flat; the under slanted olf both ways

from a central line. In the middle of the upper side a groove shallows

fi-om the start and stops short before reaching the outer end of the

stick, so that a small, smooth space is left. Upon this a tapering

bone hook is attached, leaning toward the front and projecting over

the groove. On both sides of the grip are thin bone pieces somewhat

tapering, Avhich secure a fii'uier grip. Xo ornamentation is present

in this kind. A very ingenious harpoon is thrown with this, having

a quite strong, roimd shaft, 1.15 meters long. At the butt end a bone

plate is set, which is so hollowed out that the point of the spear-sling

hook tits exactly into it. The c(miparatively long iron head with

harpoon blade is so fastened that when the toggle strikes it remains

in the animal and is still connected with the shaft by means of a

leather line." The shaft now turns downward and takes a perpen-

dicular position in the water and a bladder attached at the other end

easily holds the shaft upon the surface of the water and shows the

hunter the position of the animal." The method of throwing is the

same as with Australian sticks.

The second variety is even more ingenious. It is female, and the

groove extends from front to back, the shape and the handle being

otherwise the sanie as Avith the first variety. Two holes in the groove

are to be noted, one occurring about the middle of the grip, the other

in a bone set on at the end of the groove fitting into it. The hole is

not perpendicular, but slants backward. The shaft is decorated

with five carved walrus-ivory pieces inserted in each side of the edge

(pi. Ill, figs. 'M II to c). The accompanying harpoon is 2 meters long,

with solid iron point inserted into a piece of bone. The thick shaft,

at 20 centimeters beyond the center of gravity, has two bone pegs

corresponding to the holes in the spear slings, and set backward to

fit into them. In use the spear is laid in the groove of the spear

sling, the pegs fitted into .their holes. The shaft then still projects

50 centimeters backward beyond the board. The spear sling is not

applied at the end, but quite in the center of the spear (as with those

from New Guinea). In slinging, according to Yirehow,'' the thrower

gives a slight push upward, so that the first peg rises from the shaft

;

a Klemm : Werkz. und Waffen, p. 33 et seq.

f> Virchow : Verbandlungen der Berliner Authropol. Gesellschaft, 1880, p.

268 et seq.
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the second hook, as it is placed slantingly backward, easily releases

itself from the shaft, and serves to help it in swinging otf. A
strongly curved thrust is attained after the first push in swinging

off. This implement is used in hunting aquatic animals, for which

a curved thrust from the kaiak is necessary.

The third variety is most interesting. Its shaft is generall}^ of the

same form as the foregoing, except that it tapers suddenly at the

outer end to the half of its width. The grip is about the same as

the preceding, the reverse, slanting toward each side, is not decorated.

The shallow groove runs from front to l)ack. Eight centimeters dis-

tant from the inner end, in the center of the groove, is a hole, which

narrows toward the bottom. In the groove at the upper end a narrow

bone about 6 centimeters long is inserted, which bends upward and

forward to a hook extending from the end of the weapon (pi. iii,

figs. 32 a to e). The harpoon accompanying it, called " erneinek
"

(Klemm), is l.GO meters long, somewhat thicker front and back than

in the center, and leveled. The bone point is bound fast to the shaft,

on the butt end is a bone plate with a small hollow, on both sides

of this a long, flat, broad piece of bone is attached, formed like a

shuttle (Klemm), which extends about Vl centimeters over the end.

Both these plates are very ingeniously fastened by means of small

bone rivets. Thirty-seven to forty-two centimeters from the back end

a bone hook is struck through the shaft at right angles, so that the

hook nearest that end is on a level with the flat surface of both bone

plates. In use the hook of the spear sling grips into the cavity of the

end plate between the two prolonged flat bones. The other hook, ?u

centimeters distant, grips into the hole in the shaft, which is supported

by the left hand. Again an upward push is given from the front, so

that the spear releases itself from the board. The back hook then

gives the proper swing and direction, and thus results a curved

thrust. Both the side pieces of bone at the back end serve, according

to Klemm, to make the aim straighter and surer. They therefore

serve the same purpose as the feathers at the end of the arrow. At

the second hook an 8-fathom-long leather line (Klemm) is fastened

by means of a bone ring. So it is seen how the Eskimos, " with nuich

intelligence, with simple appliances, have provided themselves with

an implement for the main purpose of their existence, the hunt, Avhich

allows them to take their prey at considerable distance from their

kaiaks and with the greatest safety." (VirchoAv.)

The last area of distribution of the spear sling is Ceniral and

South America. It was used both in the chase and in war. The

spear sling was in use, probably till the end of the con(iuest (1530),

in Utah," Colorado, California, Florida, Mexico, Yucatan, on the

a George H. Pepper : Internat. Cong, of Americanists, N. Y., 1902, 107-130.
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Greater Antilles and Lucayas, in Central America (in the east and

south) in Columbia, Ecuador, Peru, and in the Amazon Ilivei- dis-

trict, east. Peru, and north Brazil. It is still in use in Michoacan,

on Lake Patzeuaro. and in P>razil among the tribes of the ui)per

Xingu and Araguaya. There are three types—one androgynous

and two male. The androgynous form is the old Mexican atlatl.

The shaft is thin and not very strong. For a grip it is hollowed

out on the edges, and a leather thong forms a loop on either side for

the second and third fingers, or a piece of shell is attached to the

back; or a piece cut from shell" is placed on each side of the handle;

or braided cords'- take the place of the thong; or, in rude types, a

crosspiece only is attached, Avhich projects to right and left;.

Finally, there is a groove in the center, or often one at both sides of

the shaft. San Marcos, Fla.,^ Santa Barbara, Cal.'^ The grip is

like one from Greenhmd (see pi. iii, fig. 33). On the front a

furrow diminishes toAvard the outer end, where a peg protrudes.

In the class made of rings of shell a piece of hide is attached,'' by

the aid of which the third and fourth fingers press against the Ijoard

from beneath. The upper end was often decorated with feathers,

hair tufts, or narrow thongs. Sometimes a transparent quartz peb-

ble was attached (according to Starr, 5) as a luck stone (see pi.

jv, fig. 34). In use the second and third fingers hook into their

rings, the spear is laid into the groove, and the cavity at the end

rests against the peg. The first, fourth, and fifth fingers encircling

the shaft hold the spear securely upon the sling. This form was

still in use about the time of the discovery of America. In the

descriptions and illustrations of Spanish historians of the conquest

they are incorrectly drawn and explained.'^ It was used in war, but

oftener in the chase and in fishing.^ It appears in ancient calendars

and picture writings, especially associated with the sun god Tona-

tiuh or Xiuhpilli, the fire god Xiuhtecutli, and of Tezcatlipoca,'' as

seen in the works of Durian, Torquemada, Ranuisio, Oviedo, Ro-

bledo, etc. It occurs singly upon sculptures and on the plaster

casts in the Musee du Trocadero, from Olmec Uixtotin, on the

Isthmus of Tehuantepec* Examples are preserved from the cave

a Doctor Seler: Intern. Arch. Ill, p. 137-148; Stolpo: Intern. Arch. Ill, p.

2.34-238.

6 Doctor Seler : Intern. Arch. III. p. 144; the same: Globus, Gl, No. 7, p. !)7.

c Mason: Intern. Arch. XI, p. 129, et seq.

<JI)alton: Intern. Arch. X, p. 229, et seq.

f Starr: Intern. Arch. XI, p. 233; Doctor Seler: Intern. Arch. III. p. 144.

f Doctor Seler: (Mobus, 61, No. 7, p. 97 et seq.; Doctor ufile, Mitth. der

Wiener anthrop. UcscHschaft. XVII, 1880, pt. 2, pp. 107-144.

Schuts : Urgeschichte dor Kultur.

h Doctor Seler: Intern. Arch. Ill, p. 130.

i Doctor Seler : Globus, 61, No. 7, p. 97 et seq.
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dwellings and tombs—for instance, from the munmiy caves of the

hacienda del Coyote, in Coahuila," or from San Marco, Fla.,^ Santa

Barbara, Cal.,'' Utah,'' and southwestern Colorado, and besides the

ordinary ones, several magnificent examples, certainly not intended

for use, being richly ornamented with carvings, paintings, and

gilding, and representing temple decorations, and probably dedi-

cated to the rain goddess Tlaloc,'' as they show her symbol. These

beautiful examples come from Tlaxiaco, in Mixtec, in the street of a

Pueblo toward Oaxaca.'^

The same type still appears at this day in spear slings used in

Michoacan on Lake Patzcuaro.^ There is no account from ancient

times that this type was in use in Avar, but it is still employed in

hunting Avater foAvl -^ on Lake Patzcuaro, the flat shores being cov-

ered Avith bamboo thickets in Avhich thousands of diiclvs nest. The

spears are about "2 to l\ meters long and Viave a three-pronged

point. The spear sling from this area is flat on the upper side and

half round on the lower, 60 centimeters long, with round grip, which

l)roadens into a flat piece AA'hich has tAVO holes for the third and

fourth fingers. (Doctor Seler also mentioned" that the shafts from

Patzcuaro Lake, of Avhich Mason gives first notice, had ears cut from

shells, tied on AA'ith cotton cord, one on each side, for the third and

fourth fingers. According to these Avriters, the shafts are very sijni-

lar to those of the ancient Mexicans). The shaft narroAvs outward

and has a broad deep groove on the u^jper side, at the end of Avhich a

small hook is carved from the shaft. The grip is cut to fit the hand

and terminates in a hook Avhich serA^es to draAA' the spear out of the

Avater (see pi. iv, figs. 35 and 3()). This type Avas employed in Utah,*'

southAvestern Colorado,'' California,' Florida,^ Mexico,^ ' ' ' especially

in Coahuila,'' in Yucatan among the Tutulxiu.'' Isthnnis of Tehuan-

" Doctor Seler: Globus, 61, No. 7, p. 97 et seq.

6 Mason : lutein. Arch. XI, 19; Starr, ibid., p. 2:VS et seq.

c Dalton : Intern. Arfb. X, p. 2l2."» et se(i.

d Herman Strebel : Intern. Areb. IV, p. 22.5 et seq. ; compare also Doctor Seler:

Intern. Arch. Ill, pp. 187-148, wbo considers that tbey are temple pieces dedi-

cated to the rain gt)d.

e Doctor Seler: Intern. Arch. III. p. l."!7 et seq.

/Starr: Arch. XI, i». 2.''.;i : also (ilobus, 7.S, j). 207; and Indians of southern

Mexico, pi. 21.

i/ Starr: Arch. XI, i». 2:^;^ et seq.; aud Pepper: Cong, of Americanists, 19(»2,

J). 107 et seq.

'' Mason : Arch. XI, p. 129 et seq.

t Dalton : .\rcli. X, )). 22.'5 ft seq.

i From tlie Key dwellings ou the Gulf coast and from San Marco in Florida:

Mason: Intern. Arch. XI, 19. After Dalton: Proc. Anier. IMiilos. Soc Phila..

1S97, vol. 3.5, PI. XXXV, f. 4.

1^ Muuuny Cave of the Hacienda del Coyote; Doctor Seler: Globus. CI. i>.
97.

i Uhle: ^litth. Wiener Antbroii. Gesellsch., 1887, No. XVII, i)art 2, pp. 1U7-114.
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Slings for Hurling Weapons.
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Slings for Hurling Weapons.
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tepee (Olmeea Uixtotin, from clay figures in the Musee clii Troca-

(lero)," Palenqiie in Giiatoniala,'' Panama,^ Province of Cneva (after

Oviedo''), in acldilion pr()l)al)ly also on the Ciireater Antilles and
Lucayas (Bahama Islands').

Accordino- to Starr the spear sling is still in nse on the inner anirlc

of the Atlantic Cinlf coast, in Tenanpulco, in Apnlo, and at Tecohitla

and Nanthla Kiver. Another shaft is here to h(> mentioned which is

])rol)al)ly the prototype of the Mexican. Tt is from Santa Barbara,

Cal., and seems shoi'ter (lian any oTIicr known ' (see pi. i\\ fig. l\7).

The shaft is broad and thick and about one and one-half times as

long as wide. On the npi)er side, extending from the front, is a

narrow groove which ends at two-thirds of (he distance. At the

outer end a sharp tooth bent forward protrudes. Two finger holes,

one at each side of the groove, are bored (hi'ough the shaft, as in the

spear slings of Florida and Lake Patzcuaro. It is assmned that this

is the original of the Mexican spear sling; for, first, the short length

is proof that the evolution of the spear sling is liere in its first stage:

secondly, ancient illustrations of spear slings not much longer are to

be .seen in Doctor Seler: Intern. Arch., Volume III, page 139, figure 4

(see fig. 88), the Codex Mendoza ; thirdly, Mrs. Nuttall mentions, as

a weapon of war, a spar sling only '2o centimeters long.

The second type Avas in use in northw-estern South America. In

Colombia, among the Chibchas;" in Ecuador, among the Purahaes
(according to Cieca) as in the vicinity of the Latacunga ; beyond
this, mainly on the highlands (Oviedo, Valesco), and Quito,'' on the

Riobamba.' as in Peru,-' quite common. No spear sling no\v occurs

there. All that we know of it is learned, either from descriptions

and illustrations in Spanish Avriters, from facsimiles in gold (for

example those of Chibcha in the Leipzig Museum), from pictures

on pottery (Peru), or from a few examples still in existence (from
Quito, in Rome; from Riobamba, discovered by Mr. Reiss). This

type is entirely difierent and decidedly masculine. A rough stick

o Mummy Cave of the Hacienda del Coyote; Doctor Seler: Globus, (tl, p. 97.

6Uhle: Mitth. Wiener Antliro]). (Jesellseh., 1887, XVII, part 2. p]). 107 et seq.

'"Waitz: Antln-opol. dvv Naturvolker, IV, p. 349.

rf .Mummy Caves of the Hacienda del Coyote; Doctor Seler: (ilolms, (Jl. jip. 97

et seq.

f- Waltz: Op. c-it. IV, i). 322, according to Narraveta I, 21, 7.1, 219; Ovieda.

Ill, 5.

/ Dalton : Notes of an Ethnugr. Collection * * * Intern. Arehiv., X, ]>.

225 et seq.

y Wait5<: Anthropol. der Naturvolker, IV, p. ;^t;9; Guarantors: Oviedo, Simon
Piedrabita.

''Stoipe: Intern. Archiv., Ill, p. 2;:57.

i Uhle: Mitth. Wiener anthrop. Gesellschaft, No. XVII, 1887. pii. 107-114.

} Dalton : Intern, .\rrhiv., X. pj). 22.5 et seq., from illustrations upon a vase

from Peru, iu possession of Mr. Read.
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has close to the grip a hook of wood, stone (Chibcha), or bone

(Quito), at an angle of 90 degrees. Near the upper end the shaft

broadens into a small disk handle (see pi. iv, fig. ^51)) ; in using, the

right hand grasps this disk, and the forefinger the side hook there

found, the spear, as usual, being set against the upper hook. These

are abundant in collections," a number being in the Leipzig Museum,
showing that at one time the spear sling was widely dispersed

and much used (see pi. iv, fig. 40). The typical form of this hook

is a small straight base Avith a fluke joined to it by means of a

slanting neck seldom running directh^ upright. The whole was fas-

tened to the end of the shaft by lashing in twine. Besides these

plain examples, still others more decorated occur, many having

bird forms, for example the hook of the arrow slings of the Ozonanes,

now in Rome (see pi. iv, fig. 41). In the areas of these hooks there

is a means of deciding the former distribution of spear slings. Some
were found in Colombia, in Boyoca, and in Chile, on the borders of

Ecuador; in Ecuador, in Culpi on the Kiobamba, and in Azognes.

It is from this area that Reiss brought the similar half-modern

example from guano on the liiobamba. This ancient pattern seems

to be that found in Quito, now in Rome.''

The third type is the Brazilian. It is still used in the chase, in

tortoise-catching, and in war ^ among the peoples of the Magda-
lena and Amazon river district: (1) By the Tecunas, Cocamas, Omi-
bos, Campevas, Sorimoes; (2) by the Cauca and Patyagora stocks,

and the Paez; (3) by the Canamaris, Purupurus, Paumari. It is

still in use among the peoples of the upper Xingu and Araguaya;

and (4) by the Aueto, Kamayura, Trumai, Suya, Karaya.

The spear slings of these four groups are of the male type, ^^itli a

hole or pocket for the forefinger in the center of the under side. The
first group shows quite a broad, thick shaft, flat above and arched

below. It broadens perceptibly in the middle, and there is a good

grip for the hand. On the under side of the middle is a rectangular

cavity for the forefinger. A hook is attached to the upper side of

the outer end (see pi. iv, fig. 42). This type was in use for tortoise

harpoons,*^ among the Tecunas,'^ Cocamas,^ and Coiiibos.^ Perhaps

the type of the Campevas or Omaguas and Sorimoes (in Teffe-Ega ")

.

Stolpe '^ reports of these that their spear slings had a finger caN'ity.

Spix and Martins *" report that this type was similar to that of the

«Uhle: Intern. Arch., I, p. 209.

6 Stolpe: Intern. Arcli., Ill, pp. 234-238.

c Karl V. d. Stelnen : Unter den Naturvolkern Centralbrasiliens ; Ulile : Midli.

Wiener Anthroii. (Jesell.. XVII, after Oviodo.

(^ Bastian : Verliandlungen der Berliner Anlhrop. Gesellschaft, ISS-l, p. 203.

'' V. Spi.Y und Martins: lieise in Brasilien, 1S31, 111, pp. 1024, 1187, 1193.

f Examples discovered, now in Berlin. See ligure.

9 Alason : Smithsouiau report, pt. 2, 1884, p. 279.
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Tecunas. Still, (he latter also mention a tj^roove or a cross piece,

and isolated examples are found amonjif old Indians of these tribes,

Avlu) use theui in lishini^. The tyi)e of this class is not yet determined.

The second _iii'()U|) embraces a type of which two examples wcri'

found in huacas, at Manizales, in soutliern Antioquia, now in tiie

Copenhagen Museum.^ They have the inner end thin and Hat. with

broad center piece as grip, in which is the finger hole and i)ointed end.

'I'he outer end is like a staff, and terminates in a knob with a scroll,

into the uppei- surface of which a short, narrow groove is cut for the

insertion of the hook (missing). A band passing across this held the

hook still more finnly « (see p\. iv, figs. 43a and 43b). This, accord-

ing to Bahnson, is the type of the Cauca spear sling. Uhle suggests

that sling sticks with a groove probably existed in the Cauca Val-

lev, and were in use among the Cauca tribes, and certainly in

Antiocpiia, in the Aburra Valley opposite (according to Cieca, Rob-

h'do), to the south in Anna (according to Cie^a), in the district of

Ori, Cartama (on the left bank of the Cauca opposite Anna), Pozo

to the south, among certain peoples related to the population of

Anna (according to Robledo), Quimbaya, opposite Carthage (accord-

ing to Ciega), and among the Pantagora tribes, on the upper Cauca

and Magdalenian valley (according to Piedratuta) ; also by the Paez

in the mountainous countries between these two rivers.''

In the third group the hole for the forefinger is placed in a space

adjoining the grip. The shaft is flat like a ruler, broadish at each

end and narrower in the midle. The hole for the forefinger, on the

back, is between two cross bars. A small groove is supposed to have

existed in some examples. The hook for the spear end is a tooth-

shaped bone attached to the extreme end of the shaft (see pi. iv,

fig. 44). In former times it was emploj^ed among the Purupurus

(two examples in Vienna), Canamaris (a few examples still used

in fish and turtle catching on the Jurua River in 1867 were en-

countered by Chandless), and by the Paumaris on the Upper Purus.*"

The fourth subclass is still in use. The shaft is a delicate rod (on

the Araguaya it is angular in section), with broad flat handle in-

curved on both sides. Near the place where the grip changes into

the shaft is a hole for the forefinger. Toward the upper end the

shaft tajiers to a point, where is lashed obliquely a small hook of

wood or. among the Karaya, of bone (see pi. iv, fig. 45). It

formerly ser\'ed as a fighting weapon only, but is now mostly used

in sport, and as such is very popular. The spear sling dance, called

" yauari,'' also shows this, in which the wounding and death of a

a According to Bahnson ; Intern. Arch. 11, pp. 217-227.

6 All of these statements by Uhle: :Mitth. Wiener Anthrop. Gesellschaft,

XVII, pp. 107-114.

c Ehrenreich : Beitriige zur Volkerkunde Brasiliens, p. 51.
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warrior with one of these weapons is ])ortraYed." Spears are not

thrown Avith these, but a light arrow with a dull head for stiumino-.

Instead of a point, a heavy stone or piece of wood is attached with

cords and gum, or merely wax balls or tucum nuts serve as heads

(see pi. IV, fig. 46). The shaft is often decorated at the upper

hook with bunches of gay feathers. There is a smaller spear sling

for children. Ehrenreich found such among the Karaya. This

type, according to Karl v. den Steinen « and Doctor Ehrenreich,''

is used among the Suya, Trumai. Kamayura, AucUT) on the Xingu,

and by the Karaya on the Araguaya. In conclusion, there is still

another spear sling from Brazil, of mixed type, wliich does not fit

into this scheme and has nothing in Cjommon with the American

spear slings. The shaft is flat on the upper side and half round

below. It has a grooA^e running the whole distance on the upper side,

l)Ounded by narrow lath-like borders. The outer end is flat and

oblong and covered Avith a neat braid of cotton cords, which holds

the peg firmly to the end of the grooA'e. There is no distinct grij).

The outer end of the shaft is decorated Avith tAvo bunches of human
hair (see pi. iv, fig. 47). According to Bahnson,'" after comparison

with two illustrations in the Copenhagen Museum, one may assume

that it Avas indigenous to the tribes of the Tupi nation.

Thus, in Central and South America are three restricted areas of

the distribution of the spear sling. The Mexican type extends from

Utah to Panama ; the second is indigenous to Colombia, Ecuador,

and Peru; the third has been and still is used, in part, in Colombia,

eastern Peru, northern and eastern Brazil. Each of the three types

is in itself a complete unit, and the third in contradistinction to the

other tAvo. But betAveen these three types themseh^es no relationship

is discoA^erable ; each is distinctly foreign to the other. A counnon

prototype can not here be thought of. But a relationship betAveen

the shafts of the Eskimo and those of American type might be con-

sidered, as Mason suggests. Both are of the mixed type, and in the

gi'ip occurs here one or tAvo, there one, finger hole. But all connect-

ing links between the most southerly Eskimo shafts (Sitka) and the

most northerly Mexican types (Utah) fail.

II. Projectile Slings and Thongs.

Another means oi increasing tlie distance of flight and accuracy of

aim is the projectile sling or thong.

Two principles are distinguished, the first serving to strengthen

the propulsion. Small cords are loosely attached to the spear or

o Karl V. d. Steinen : Unter den Naturvolkern Centralbrasiliens, first edition,

p. 231 et seq.

b Doctor Ehrenreicli : Reitrage zur A'olkerkunde Brasiliens, 1891, pp. 19 and 51.

c Bahnson, op. cit.. Intern. Arch., 11, ])ii. 217-227.
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siiiiill loops iiiv (i<i^h(ly t'asteiiod. Tlu* socoiid assists the rotation and

the ('(Milcr of <>r;ni(y by means of a lonovr cord wound around the

spear, sottino- i( in rotation when released.

The first tyi)e, whieh is used in war as well as the chase, is in two

liToups

—

((t) a lhrowin<2: strap loosel}^ attached to the spear; and (h)

a cord fastened to the spear.

The first p-oup is found in New Caledonia, New Hebrides, and

New Zealand, with a variety in New Z(>aland and Hawaii."

The projectile thon<x is a short cord braided from cocoa liber or bat

hairs, which has at one end a loop and at the other a knot, and which
is called in New (luinea * sii)p " (see pi. iv, fig. 40). The spear

belonging to this, from 3 to 4 meters in length, has a hook back of the

center of gravity, finel}^ carved from the shaft, and usually represent-

ing a man's head; the spear also is beautifully ornamented witli

Avrappings of hair and feather tufts. In use the loop is thrust over

the thumb '' or little finger,^" while the knot is placed back of the hook

on the s])eai'. In throwing, the spear, grasped by the left hand near

the point, draws the cord tightly toward the right. The releasing

is accomplished as with the ordinary spear except that the cord

assists the final rotation and the knot releases itself readily from the

knob, so that by this '"'' the force of the throw is nuich increased.'' ''

Forster (Vol. II, pp. '220 and 304) suggests that the projectile thong,

after the knot Avas fastened back of the knob, was wrapped around

the spear (see pi. iv, fig. 49).

A subclass, which shows the combination of the shaft and the pro-

jectile thong, occurs in New Zealand and Hawaii. Schurtz reports,

in Urgeschichte der Kultur, that a simple wooden spear fastened to

the snare with the aid of a stick was used in New Zealand, which

released at the proper instant when thrown. This was called " ko-

taha," and the spear used in connection was called "" kopere.""

The second group shows a small leather loop fastened to the spear.

It appears in Togo and in India. Numerous spears from Togo are

found in the Leipzig Museum, 1.8 meters in length, with lanceolate

iron j)oint and a long iron spud. About 20 centimeters back of the

center of gravity there is a small leather loop about 4 centimeters in

length (see pi. iv, fig. 50). No literature on these spears is at hand
and about their use nothing is known. Egerton (Handbook of In-

dian Arms, p. 12, pi. 2, fig. 6; and p. 79, pi. 72, figs. 72 and 75) gives

numerous illustrations of spears from India which also have a loop

o New Caledonia : Forster, Waltz, Schurtz. New Hebrides : Meinlcke, Eck-

hardt, Forster, Gray (Some Notes on the 1'annese. Intern. Arch., VII, p. 225 f.).

New Zealand : Bastian. New Zealand and Hawaii : Schurtz, Doctor Arning.

6 Waitz : Anthrop. der Naturvolker, VI, .597 et seq.

< Eckhardt : Der Archipel der Xeu-IIebrideii. Verhandlungen des Vereins for

naturw, Unterhultuug zu Hamburg, 1877, Vol. IV.
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around the shaft. In the spear on i)age I'l (next to fig. 1) the long

loop is shown quite near the point, while in the spears of the Dravida

and Taniuls. on page 79 (figs. 2 and ')), (juite broad flat loops are

found at about the center of the spear.

The second type of projectile noose aids the spear in attaining a

forward rotary motion. AVe come u])on it in the roller straps of the

Greeks and Romans. The sjK^ar thong seen with this is called " hasta

amentata."

The thong spear was originally in use in (Treek gvnniasinms, then

it became a hunting weapon of the northern hunting peoples (^Etol-

ians, Acarnanians, Locrians, Thessalians, 'Jlii-acians, Scythians, etc.),

until it was finally adopted as the universal projectile weapon of the

peltasts. It was also sometimes employed by horsemen. Among the

Romans it was first adopted through Pyrrhus, and from then on was

the standard Aveapon of the light armed, who carried five to seven.

The tragula of the Gauls seems also to have beeu such a strap spear,

according to Caesar." It is pictured by numerous writei-s, as Avell as

in plastic and jjictorial illustrations, i. e., in the vase pictures of the

British Museum; bronze disk picture of ^Egina, in Berlin; P^truscan

vase (illustrated by Hamilton III, 33)
;
pictures on vases copied by

O. Jahn, Millingen
;
grave pictures from Paestum, copied by Springer

(Kunstgeschichten I, p. 115) ; and the slaughter of Alexander, in

mosaic. The spear, upon Avhich the strap was buttoned, was probably,

with the point, about 4 feet long and but a finger breadth in diameter.

The point was usually extremely long, thin, and fine, so that it bent

after the first throw, which made it impossible to use it a second time.

The thong was narrow, cut from leather, at the most an ell in length,

and the ends were usually sewed, buttoned, or buckled together.

The strap was tightly fastened to the spear by means of a single or

double Avrapping, back of the center of gravity, therefore at different

parts of the spear, according to the weight of the iron point. In

throwing, the noose was drawn taut, Avherel)v the rotation was caused,

the stra]) unwinding itself and revolving the spear lengthwise. Tlie

strap remained hanging to the spear, the more seriously injtu-ing

the wounded.

a Caesar : De bello Gallico, V, cap. 48.




